Pat. Pending

You wouldn't use a pulley and rope instead of a crane why would you then push your material around manually?
In today's world technology has thankfully made material handling both more efficient and
has improved the working environment for the employees that daily must handle heavy
materials. ErgoMover 3300 takes over the heavy pulling, pushing and lifting when it
comes to moving materials around a jobsite, in industrial facilities or at special events.

ErgoMover 3300 Standard
The ErgoMover 3300 Standard comes with a powerful all-terrain
drivetrain
with
electric
motors
and
hydraulic
lifting
lowering function.
The hydraulic system makes it possible
to off-load material onto sawhorses or other stacking devices.
The ErgoMover trolley has a capacity of 3300 lbs. payload and
with a width of only 2 ft. 3in. it will go through a standard
door. The hydraulic lifting system allows for clearance of 6
inches to off-load any material in a safe, quick and efficient
manner.
In addition to the Standard model, the ErgoMover comes in
different variations, including the ErgoMover 3300 Rotator
featuring a 360 degree continuous rotating table, the ErgoMover
3300 Manipulator featuring a hydraulic tilting function that allows
material to be tilted from horizontal to vertical position. Finally,
the ErgoMover 3300 Basic provides a safe transport solution for
those that do not need to lift or lower material, but simply need
to transport it.
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ErgoMover 3300 -Standard
Specifications

L
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3306 lb

Wheels

(Option) Foam filled tires

Voltage

24 volt

Charger

Integrated 230 volt (110 volt)

H

Stepless

H1

Speed control

L

H

3m/h

Max. driving speed

H1

Lifting capacity

Electro-hydraulic

Liftingfunction
External length (without handle) (L)
Internal length (with handle) (L1)

5ft 4in
10ft - 10ft 4in

height (h)

1ft 10in

height (h1)

1ft 10in- 1ft 11in

B

2ft 3in

External width (B)

550 lb
B

Weight

ErgoMover 3300 - available in four models
ErgoMover3300-Basic

ErgoMover 3300-Standard

A powerful solution to
transport materials without
the need of the hydraulic
lifting system. Equipped
with all-terrain electric motor
and 4-wheel steering, the
ErgoMover provides a
reliable solution to moving
material around job sites.

The most popular version that
in addition to the Basic model
features also boasts a strong
hydraulic lifting system making
it possible to off-load for
example, heavy sheetrock
board and building materials on
sawhorses.

ErgoMover 3300-Rotator

ErgoMover 3300-Manipulator

For job applications that
require material to be turned
during transport or provide
close up off-loading next to
a wall, the Rotator model is
simple, but intelligent with a
360 degree continuous
rotating table that allows for
ultimate flexibility.

The Manipulator version features
a hydraulic system that will allow
tilting material from horizontal to
vertical position and vice versa.
With this system you can take
material straight from a delivery
truck to the work area on the job
site and raise up for example
sheet rock panels; Safely,
efficiently without damage to the
material or injury to your
employees.
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